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Abstract  

In an era where humans impact earth system processes at the global scale, termed the Anthropocene, 
sustainable management of natural resources faces critical challenges such as increased uncertainty 
due to the speed and scale of global change. Facing such challenges requires a holistic, social-
ecological systems-perspective that couples humans, ecosystems, and their co-evolution, for exploring 
and experimenting with resilient and sustainable management and governance arrangements. The 
aim of this thesis is to advance our understanding of sustainable natural resource management under 
environmental and social uncertainty by focusing on two key processes in social-ecological systems a) 
learning-by-doing for renewable resource management and b) self-organized governance (hence forth 
self-governance) and the dynamics of trust among resources users for successful collective action in 
self-governance. This is operationalized using two simulation models of social-ecological systems. 
The first model examines how learning-by-doing can be used to achieve sustainable management, 
exemplified by an actor harvesting a fish population (Paper I and II). The second model seeks to 
uncover the complex social interactions for self-governance of a shared resource, using small-scale 
fisheries in Mexico as an illustrative case study (Paper III and IV). 
 
Both learning-by-doing and self-governance have been studied extensively in adaptive management 
and common-pool resource research. However, the research that focuses on learning-by-doing is 
primarily limited to empirical studies. The novelty in this thesis is the nuanced understanding of the 
learning-by-doing process gained by implementing learning-by-doing in a theoretical model, using 
artificial intelligence, in order to understand the interdependence between learning components and 
the influence of changing resource dynamics. While, in common-pool resource literature there is 
consensus about the importance of trust on a group level for collective action and self-governance, 
the understanding of trust especially its dynamics at the level of individual actors, and their 
interactions, is poorly developed. This thesis contributes by examining the importance of individual 
characteristics of fishers, the building of trust between them, and how this affects the emergence of a 
community dominated by cooperative forms of self-governance (such as fishing cooperatives) versus 
more non-cooperative forms of self-governance (i.e., patron-client relationships such as fishbuyer-
fisher relationships), under different environmental change scenarios. 
 
Paper I and II find that the most sustainable harvesting strategy occurs when an actor values current 
and future yield equally, cautiously experiments around what is perceived as the best harvest action, 
and rapidly adapts its mental model to any perceived change in catch. More specifically, Paper II 
reveals that understanding these aspects in relation to the type of change can yield not only increased 
performance, but also, and more importantly, increased robustness to both fast and slow change in 
resource dynamics. However, when resource dynamics include the possibility of a more fundamental 
shift in system characteristics (a regime shift), learning-by-doing is problematic because of the 
potential to cross a threshold resulting in possible persistent reductions in harvests (Paper I). In 
Paper III, results indicate that cooperative forms of self-governance can establish and persist in 
communities where fishers’ have prior cooperative experience and trustworthiness of fishers is rather 
evenly distributed. Seasonal fluctuations in resource availability favor the establishment of 



 

cooperative forms. Finally, to achieve a transformation from non-cooperative to more cooperative 
forms of self-governance, interventions are required that both strengthen the financial capital and the 
trust among the members of a cooperative (Paper IV). The uniqueness of this thesis lies in the novel 
method for ‘quantitatively’ studying learning-by-doing, the stylized model of a small-scale fishery, 
and the analysis of these two models under environmental change and uncertainty for advancing our 
understanding of sustainable management and governance in social-ecological systems. Together, 
these results constitute a novel scientific contribution that sheds light on how different factors and 
processes co-evolve to understand sustainable management strategies and self-governance.   
 
Keywords: Complex adaptive systems, Renewable resources, Adaptive management, Small-scale fisheries, 
Artificial intelligence, Reinforcement learning, Agent-based modeling 



 

Sammanfattning 

I vårt antropocena tidevarv är ett långsiktigt förvaltarskap av naturresurser inom social-ekologiska system 
av yttersta vikt. Detta kräver en djup förståelse av människan, ekologin, interaktionerna sinsemellan och 
deras utveckling över tid. Syftet med denna avhandling är att nå en djupare och mer nyanserad förståelse 
kring två av grundpelarna inom forskningen av hållbar förvaltning av naturresurser–kontinuerligt lärande 
genom learning-by-doing (LBD) för att förstå naturresursens dynamik, samt vad som kan kallas socialt 
kapital, i detta sammanhang i betydelsen tillit mellan individer, som naturligtvis ligger till grund för 
framgångsrik gemensam förvaltning. Denna föresats operationaliseras genom att använda två olika 
simuleringsmodeller. Den ena modellen undersöker hur en hållbar förvaltning av en förnyelsebar resurs, i 
denna avhandling exemplifierad av en fiskepopulation, kan uppnås genom LBD. Den andra modellen 
söker blottlägga det komplexa sociala samspel som krävs för att praktisera gemensam förvaltning genom 
att använda ett fiskesamhälle som fallstudie. 
 
Forskningen på båda dessa två områden är relativt omfattade. Emellertid har den forskning som 
specialiserat sig på LBD i huvudsak inskränkt sig till empiriska fallstudier. Vad som bryter ny mark i 
denna avhandling är att vi konstruerar en simuleringsmodell av LBD där vi kan studera lärandeprocessen 
i detalj för att uppnå en mer hållbar förvaltning över tid. Beträffande modellen som behandlar socialt 
kapital så har tidigare forskning fokuserat på hur en organisation, eller grupp, kan uppnå hållbar 
förvaltning. Dock saknas ett helhetsgrepp där som tar hänsyn till alla nivåer; från individnivå (mikro), via 
gruppnivå (meso), till samhällsnivå (makro). Detta är något som denna avhandling försöker avhjälpa 
genom att undersöka betydelsen av individers egenskaper, uppbyggnaden av socialt kapital, samt hur 
detta påverkar emergens av ett samhälle dominerat av mer kooperativa förvaltningsformer respektive mer 
hierarkiska diton.  
 
I papper I and II studeras kärnan av LBD som återkoppling mellan en aktör och en resurs, där aktören 
lär sig genom upprepade interaktioner med en resurs.  Resultaten visar att LBD är av avgörande betydelse 
för en hållbar förvaltning, speciellt då naturresursens dynamik är stadd i förändring. I den mest hållbara 
strategin bör aktören värdera nuvarande och framtida fångster lika högt, försiktigt experimentera kring 
vad aktören upplever som bästa strategi, för att sedan anpassa sin mentala modell till upplevda 
förändringar i fångst relativt dess insats någorlunda kraftigt. I papper III och IV behandlas 
uppbyggnaden av förtroende mellan individer och grupp, samt själv-organiserat styre. Genom att 
använda småskaligt fiske i Mexiko som en illustrativ fallstudie, utvecklades en agent-baserad modell av ett 
arketypiskt småskaligt fiskesamhälle. Resultaten indikerar att kooperativa förvaltningsformer är mer 
dominanta i samhällen där de som utför fisket har liknande pålitlighet, starkt gemensamt socialt kapital 
vid kooperativets start, och då resursen fluktuerar säsongsmässigt (papper III). Papper IV visar att för att 
uppnå en transformation från hierarkiska förvaltningsformer till kooperativa diton krävs interventioner 
som inriktar sig på både socialt och finansiellt kapital. Denna avhandling bidrar således till en djupare 
förståelse kring hur socialt kapital växer fram, samt hur mer strategiska LBD processer bör utformas när 
abrupta och osäkra förändringar i ekosystemen blir allt vanligare på grund av människans ökade tryck på 
planeten. 
 
Nyckelord: agent-baserade modeller, artificiell intelligens, social-ekologiska system, komplexa adaptiva system, 
förnyelsebara naturresurser, adaptiv förvaltning 
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Introduction 

The impact of environmental change on ecosystems and the human societies that depend on the 
services those ecosystem provide, account for a wide range of management and governance 
challenges around the world (New et al. 2011; Allen et al. 2014). The challenges are manifold 
including; limitations in understanding ecosystem dynamics (Armitage et al. 2008; Allen et al. 
2011), difficulties in agreeing on appropriate natural resource management actions and governance 
arrangements (Hardin 1968; Ostrom 1990; Dietz et al. 2003), and the need to address increased 
uncertainty in both ecological and social dynamics (Polasky et al. 2011a). In order to develop 
sustainable management measures and governance approaches, addressing these challenges require a 
holistic perspective that couples humans and natural ecosystems, and acknowledges their co-
evolution, in a so-called social-ecological system (Berkes and Folke 1998; Folke et al. 2005; Kallis 
and Norgaard 2010). Social-ecological systems are complex adaptive systems, which means that they 
include properties of self-organization, uncertainty, unpredictability, and non-linear dynamics 
(Levin et al. 2012). As such, management and governance must take these properties into account in 
order to achieve sustainability i.e., the continued capacity for social-ecological systems to provide 
long-term future benefits to society, human well-being, and continued ecosystem function (Norberg 
and Cumming 2008; Schlüter et al. 2012).  
 
Previous empirical research has identified two fundamental aspects for sustainable resource use; a) 
the importance of learning as a way to improve management strategies in the presence of uncertainty 
and sudden fluctuations in the surrounding ecosystem (Walters and Holling 1990; Allen et al. 
2011), and b) the significance of self-organization and trust to sustainably govern a shared natural 
resource (Ostrom 1990; Poteete et al. 2010). By taking two different computational modeling 
approaches, the goal of this thesis is to advance our understanding of sustainable resource 
management and governance in the context of global environmental change, by exploring a) self-
organized learning-by-doing (LBD) using an artificial intelligence model, and b) self-organized 
governance (hence forth self-governance) in a stylized agent-based model of a small-scale fishery. 
Further, the goal is to contribute to the development of novel methods within the emerging field of 
sustainability science.  
 
The consequences of global environmental change on ecosystem dynamics, as stated above, are 
numerous. For example, changes in ocean temperatures affect species’ migration and growth rates in 
unforeseeable ways (Roessig et al. 2004; Thresher et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2012), and increased 
extreme weather events can obstruct fishing activities (McCay et al. 2011; Sievanen 2014). Further, 
abrupt and persistent reconfigurations of ecosystem structure and function have been observed in 
numerous ecosystems worldwide, so called regime shifts (Scheffer 2009; Rocha et al. 2015). By 
crossing a threshold which leads to a shift in the resource dynamics, the reconfiguration can, in some 
cases, decrease the provisioning rate of a resource and lead to severe negative consequences for global 
sustainability (Stern 2007; Rockström et al. 2009; Schlüter et al. 2012). These increasingly complex 
dynamics tend to be very difficult to anticipate (Biggs et al. 2009; Scheffer et al. 2012), cause 
difficulties for management and governance of natural resources, and have been highlighted as a 
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prominent set of global-scale challenges (Rockström et al. 2009; Crépin et al. 2012; Crépin and 
Folke 2014). To sustainably manage resources in the face of environmental change, a continuous 
learning process is essential (Allen et al. 2011; Pinsky 2014). Just as essential are appropriate 
governance arrangements (Ostrom 1990; Poteete et al. 2010; Basurto et al. 2013a). The need for 
continuous learning processes and governance arrangements relates directly to the complexity and 
uncertainty inherent to social-ecological systems.  
 
Due to this complexity and uncertainty, one can identify a number of dilemmas (hence forth LBD 
dilemmas) that characterize learning-by-doing for sustainable harvesting of a renewable resource, 
such as a fish stock: 1) A dilemma of how to value present versus future outcomes (Ostrom 1990; 
Sumaila and Domínguez-Torreiro 2010; Williams and Johnson 2013), 2) A dilemma relating to 
what is, and how should, the ‘point of reference’ (of e.g. fish stock size) be updated when deciding 
on harvesting rates (Armitage et al. 2008; Brander 2012; Pinsky 2014)? 3) A dilemma with respect 
to how to balance processes of exploration versus exploitation as both are necessary for learning 
about resource dynamics and responding to changes in those resource dynamics (Axelrod et al. 2000; 
Duit and Galaz 2008). Learning is an essential feature for sustainable management and governance 
of social-ecological systems, yet our understanding of learning processes has been primarily generated 
from empirical studies, with a focus on social learning, and individual learning (Blackmore 2007; 
Armitage et al. 2008). This thesis scrutinizes learning-by-doing theoretically in order to understand 
these LBD dilemmas by interpreting and testing them as learning components in an artificially 
intelligent, computational model. 
 
However, if one considers that many natural resources are common-pool resources1 that are shared 
by groups of resource users, management and governance also faces a social dilemma: what is 
beneficial for the individual might not be in the best interest of the group, which is problematic for 
collective action (Ostrom 1990; Poteete et al. 2010). The establishment of trust among actors has 
proven essential in solving this social dilemma, here defined in the sense of members acting in a 
given group’s best interest (Ostrom 1990, 1998; Folke et al. 2005). Small-scale fisheries are an 
important source for food security, sustainable livelihoods, and poverty alleviation, especially in 
developing countries (FAO 2014). These fisheries are often locally self-governed by informal 
arrangements built on trust relationships. Broadly constructed, fishing communities can self-govern 
through either cooperative or non-cooperative arrangements (Basurto et al. 2013a). In cooperative 
arrangements, fishers determine the roles and responsibilities of working collectively, while in non-
cooperative arrangements, individual fishers informally engage with fish buyers that buy their catch 
(Merlijn 1989; Townsend et al. 2008; Johnson 2010). Both structures have documented benefits 
and drawbacks for human well-being and ecosystem management (Crona and Bodin 2010; Ovando 
et al. 2013; McCay et al. 2014). However, it is still poorly understood how trust develops between 
and among individuals over time within different self-governing arrangements. Common-pool 
resource theory often focuses on group level properties, but how micro-level interactions between 
individuals translates to group level patterns, is less developed theoretically (Poteete 2010, p. 216). 
This thesis explicitly addresses these gaps in research by examining individual characteristics of 
fishers and the relationships with other fishers or fishbuyers that determine the dynamics of trust, 
which in turn affects the emergence of self-governance arrangements. As noted above, these self-
governance arrangements may emerge as cooperative or non-cooperative depending on the trust 
dynamics. This is achieved through the development of an agent-based model of a archetypical 

                                                   
1 A natural resource characterized by difficulty of exclusion of resource users. These types of resources only generate finite quantities of 
resource units. As such, one person’s use reduces what is available to other users operating in the same system (Ostrom et al. 1994). 
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small-scale fishery drawing on long-term empirical research and related qualitative data from small-
scale fisheries (SSF; Box 1) in Mexico. 
 
Computational models are viewed as emerging tools for understanding the implications of social-
ecological structures and interactions for natural resource management (Levin et al. 2012; Schlüter et 
al. 2012). They are important tools for increasing our understanding of the processes that occur 
between and among actors and how these interactions might be important for achieving 
sustainability. Agent-based computational models can specifically account for the qualities of 
complex-adaptive systems, such as the impact of micro-level interactions that give rise to 
phenomenon of interest at the macro-level with a certain likelihood. Social-ecological systems modeling 
is specifically focused on increasing our understanding of interactions, co-evolution, and emergent 
phenomena in social-ecological systems (Schlüter et al. 2012). Computational models are 
particularly appropriate because analytical models of social-ecological systems have difficulty 
accounting for the dynamic properties of learning and adaptation and heterogeneity among actors 
(Polasky et al. 2011b). Thus, further development of models that are designed from the outset to 
focus on the feedbacks between actors and resources in order to illustrate and build an 
understanding of co-evolutionary processes in social-ecological systems, as well as models that 
incorporate more advanced decision-making and learning, are needed to advance our understanding 
of sustainability (Levin et al. 2012). Contributing to the development of these types of 
computational models as a way to address this identified gap is an explicit contribution of this thesis. 

Scope of Thesis 

This thesis includes two complementary parts. Broadly, one part addresses learning-by-doing and the 
other part, the emergence of self-governance. The aim of the LBD part is to analyze and provide a 
deeper and more nuanced understanding of the core of the LBD-process and to elucidate the three 
LBD dilemmas, in relation to sustainable resource use. To be explicit at the outset, this thesis does 
not address other types of learning (see e.g., Blackmore 2007). The aim of the self-governance part is 
to explore the establishment and persistence of self-governance arrangements in a small-scale fishery; 
it does not address the issue of whether self-governance arrangements lead to sustainable resource 
extraction. Both parts of the thesis address the co-evolution of a social-ecological system, and 
account for complexity and environmental change aspects through a focus on uncertainty, regime 
shifts, and changes in underlying resource dynamics.   
 
The overarching research questions that guide this thesis are thus as follows:  
 

Q1. What constitutes a sustainable and robust learning-by-doing strategy in presence of non-
linear, uncertain and changing resource dynamics? 

Q2. Under which conditions do cooperative versus non-cooperative self-governance emerge 
in small-scale fisheries?  

Q3. How can the use of computational models increase our understanding of the co-
evolution of social-ecological systems under environmental variability? 

 
These overarching research questions are operationalized using two simulation models of social-
ecological systems, to explicitly study the dynamic interactions between actor and resource over time. 
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The first model examines how LBD can be used to achieve sustainable management of a renewable 
resource, exemplified by an actor harvesting a fish population (Paper I and II). The model applies a 
computational learning method to study sustainable management of an archetypical renewable 
resource problem (e.g., Clark 2010), of how to optimize harvests over time, with limited 
information about the dynamics of the resource. The second model seeks to uncover the complex 
social interactions of self-governance arrangements using small-scale fisheries in Mexico as an 
illustrative case study (Paper III and IV). The model is an empirically informed agent-based model 
that simulates the interactions between fishers, fish buyers and the fish stocks they exploit, in order 
to analyze the emergence of cooperative and non-cooperative forms of self-governance. Table 1 
illustrates the contribution of each paper to the research questions, and Fig. 1 presents a conceptual 
model of the social and ecological focus, the social-ecological interactions and how they are 
represented in the papers and models. An overview of the papers is presented in Box 2. However, a 
more thorough explanation of the rationale for each paper as well as the methods used is provided 
throughout the theoretical, methodological and results sections. Note that Q3 is answered by 
interpreting the results from the four papers in the thesis, and is not a question asked directly in the 
papers. 
 
This thesis develops and applies novel computational approaches that a) specify, test, and rigorously 
explore learning-by-doing through the application of artificial intelligence b) apply insights from 
qualitative empirical research into an agent-based model. By combining these methods and the 
specific research questions in a social-ecological context, this research constitutes a novel scientific 
contribution, which sheds new light on natural resources governance under conditions of complexity 
and uncertainty. It is a step towards addressing factors and processes that underpin sustainable 
learning-by-doing strategies, and the emergence of cooperative and non-cooperative self-governance. 
These insights contribute to the theoretical foundation or the development of management and 
policies that aim to improve both human well-being and the sustainable governance of marine 
ecosystems around the world (e.g., Kobayashi et al. 2011).  
 
Table 1. Relationship between research questions, models and thesis papers. 

                                                                                 Learning-by-doing Model     Self-governance Model 

 Paper I Paper II Paper III Paper IV 

Q1. What constitutes a sustainable and robust 
learning-by-doing strategy in presence of non-
linear, uncertain and changing resource 
dynamics? 

X X   

Q2. Under which conditions do cooperative 
versus non-cooperative self-governance emerge in 
small-scale fisheries?  

  X X 

Q3. How can the use of computational models 
increase our understanding of the co-evolution 
of social-ecological systems under environmental 
variability? 

X X X X 
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Figure1. Thesis compilation with respect to papers and models, social and ecological focus, focus of social-ecological 
interaction, and the modeling method implemented to answer the research questions.  

Box 1. Small-scale fisheries. 

Small-scale fisheries support food security for millions of people globally and are expected to play 
a significant role in reducing poverty over the course of the next decades, even though they face 
critical challenges from both local threats and global pressures (FAO 2014). Small-scale fisheries 
offer an illustrative example of a social-ecological system, where humans depend on fish and 
shellfish resources for their food and livelihoods, while often being the users and managers of the 
same resource. In developing countries like Mexico, management of fisheries relies primarily on 
informal rules with limited input from the state, and as such, are often self-governed. The two 
most prominent forms of self-governance are patron-client relationships (non-cooperative self-
governance) where fishers work together with a fishbuyer or middleman (e.g. Crona et al. 2010) 
or cooperatives where fishers collaborate to jointly manage the fishery and sell their fish 
(cooperative self-governance e.g., Basurto et al. 2013a).  
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Box 2. Summary of papers. 

Paper I presents a theoretical computational model of an actor learning sustainable management 
of a resource. A model based on methods from artificial intelligence, tests out and models the 
different dilemmas introduced earlier. The paper compares learning-by-doing following a classic 
logistic growth function, and then with a similar function but with the possibility of a regime 
shift.  
 
Paper II builds on the model in Paper I, and analyzes learning-by-doing when the internal 
dynamics of a resource change according to different patterns. These patterns are modeled as 
increasing or decreasing, abrupt or linear, or fluctuating according to cyclic or abrupt changes in 
resource growth rates. Robust learning-by-doing strategies are identified. 
 
Paper III presents a stylized and abstracted agent-based model of a small-scale fishery. The 
model is informed by qualitative data and long-term observations of fishing communities in the 
Gulf of California to represent the daily activities of fishers and fishbuyers. Thus, small-scale 
fisheries in Mexico are used as an illustrative case study. The paper explores the impact of 
heterogeneity in fishers’ personal characteristics, the importance of previous successful 
collaborations within the community, and the impact of environmental dynamics, for non-
cooperative versus cooperative forms of self-governance to emerge.  
 
Paper IV builds on the model in Paper III and examines conditions for how a transformation 
from non-cooperative self-governance arrangements to cooperative self-governance arrangements 
can be initiated through interventions such as financial subsidies or trust building measures. It 
investigates the timing of interventions in a deterministic environment (the baseline for the 
environmental regime), environments with stochasticity in catch rates, or where conflict can 
arise.  
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Theoretical Framework 

Complex Adaptive Systems, Social-ecological Systems and Resilience 
Thinking  

Complex adaptive systems are composed of a set of diverse interacting components, where the 
interaction of these components at the micro-level leads to emergent patterns at the system level. 
They are characterized by self-organization and adaptation which can give rise to non-linear behavior 
(Levin 1998; Norberg and Cumming 2008) such as a fundamental change in structure, function and 
feedbacks known as regime shifts (Biggs et al. 2015). A social-ecological systems perspective 
emphasizes that humans and nature are tightly linked, interactions occur in both directions and, 
they co-evolve as one entity (Kallis and Norgaard 2010). Social-ecological systems are considered to 
be clear cases of complex adaptive systems (Berkes et al. 2003). Resilience thinking has evolved as a set 
of concepts to analyze and manage social-ecological systems. It emphasizes their non-linear 
dynamics, the existence of thresholds, uncertainty and surprise, and feedbacks between the social and 
ecological parts of the coupled systems, across temporal and spatial scales (Folke 2006). More 
recently, resilience thinking (as an umbrella set of linked concepts) has evolved theoretically to focus 
on; resilience, adaptability and transformability (Folke et al. 2010). 1) Resilience focuses on the ability 
of a social-ecological system to remain within its current ‘stability domain’ by keeping its core 
function, identity and feedbacks under changing conditions and disturbance. 2) Adaptability 
accounts for the systems capacity to respond to change and continue to develop within its stability 
domain, and 3) transformability accounts for the capacity for a social-ecological system to move into 
entirely new development trajectories (Chapin 2009; Folke et al. 2010). The related concept of 
social-ecological stewardship relates to the potential for people to shape the trajectory of social-
ecological change in order to enhance ecosystem resilience and human well-being (Chapin 2009). 
 
This thesis is inspired by resilience thinking and uses it as a lens for developing research questions, 
proposing hypotheses, in problem formulation and in interpreting the results of the papers included 
in this thesis. Paper I and II addressed learning, adaptation, changing resource dynamics, and 
regime shifts, in uncertain environments. Paper III and IV address self-organization, emergent 
patterns, and transformability in diverse environments. Beyond the overarching theoretical lens of 
resilience thinking, it is necessary to expand on the background and theory for learning-by-doing for 
renewable resource management (Paper I and II), and self-governance under the broader theory of 
common-pool resource management (Paper III and IV). 

Learning-by-doing for Renewable Resource Management 

Traditional command-and-control approaches to natural resource management have largely ignored 
the complex adaptive nature of social-ecological systems, acting under the assumption that future 
system states, as well as human actions, were predictable. This blindness has come at at the cost of 
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collapsing resources and degradation of ecosystems and human well-being (Holling and Meffe 
1996). Trying to gain control or maintain control of changing ecosystems with ever tighter control 
leads to a loss in the system’s ability to cope with external perturbations resulting in crises and 
unexpected events (Holling and Meffe 1996). While management that controls the variance in 
changing ecosystems can provide short-term benefits, they may lead to long-term fragility (Carpenter 
et al. 2015). As a consequence, management that reduces short-term variability can cause regime 
shifts, leading to long-term decline of an ecosystem’s ability to continue to deliver benefits for 
human wellbeing (Carpenter et al. 2015).  
 
The perceived shortcomings of command-and-control management has led to the development of 
adaptive management (Holling 1978; Holling and Meffe 1996; Allen et al. 2011). Adaptive 
management (Walters and Holling 1990; Allen et al. 2011) proposes the incorporation of learning-
by-doing to improve management strategies to enhance sustainable resource use in the presence of 
variability, uncertainty and sudden fluctuations in the surrounding ecosystem. Learning has been the 
focus of much scholarship in environmental science and resource management (Blackmore 2007; 
Armitage et al. 2008). In Social-ecological systems literature, learning has emerged as one of the 
dominant themes (see e.g., Berkes et al. 2003; Folke 2006; Fazey et al. 2007). The majority of 
scholars focuses on social or institutional learning (Armitage et al. 2008). However, some scholars 
emphasize the need for understanding individual learning as a foundation for social learning (Fazey 
et al. 2005; Marschke and Sinclair 2009). Despite this, there remains a gap in understanding 
individual learning in the context of management of complex natural resources, and specifically 
learning-by-doing in the context of regime shifts, Paper I and II address this gap.  
 
The three LBD dilemmas, introduced earlier, that an individual (or actor in model parlance) is 
confronted with, and that influence the learning process and processes of decision-making are as 
follows; 1) short vs. long planning horizon, 2) ‘point of reference’ and, 3) exploration vs. 
exploitation. These are important aspects of adaptive management and learning-by-doing as 
introduced in the Introduction. Here, I expand on these dilemmas. The first dilemma concerns how 
to value present versus future outcomes, i.e., whether to harvest more today versus ‘tomorrow’. In 
this situation, the optimal decision might depend on exogenous drivers, such as extreme weather 
events, disease outbreaks, or poachers (Boonstra and Österblom 2014), in which case it would be 
better to apply a more short-term harvesting strategy (harvest more today; Polasky et al. 2011b). 
Although assessing whether or not there is a risk of an exogenous driver to impact resource 
abundance can be problematic, and thus the decision on whether or not to implement a short-term 
harvesting strategy. In some situations, a lower harvesting rate might be beneficial for stock 
replenishment. However, as highlighted by Ostrom (1990), a particular individual (actor) reducing 
harvesting efforts to achieve higher catches in the future might not be possible on account of 
persistent poverty, or ineffectual because other users persist in harvesting.  
 
The second dilemma is concerned with the appropriate point of reference on which to base a 
resource management decision. For example, it can be difficult to assess what caused an unexpected 
decline in or increase in harvest. For fisheries, these short-term changes can depend on temporary 
migration, or the effects of poachers (Boonstra and Österblom 2014). In such cases changing ones 
reference point of what to expect can be unnecessary because such changes might not be relevant for 
long-term policy change. In contrast, if the decline (or increase) in catch is because of long-term 
environmental variability, the point of reference can persist and changes in harvesting strategies 
should be accounted for. Hence, it can be challenging to understand observed discrepancies between 
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expected catch and actual catch, in relation to harvesting actions, and ultimately how to change the 
point of reference for decision-making. 
 
Third, finding a balance between exploration (as experimentation) versus exploitation as strategies 
for learning about system dynamics in order to find new and improved management strategies is 
central to escape unsustainable pathways (Walters and Holling 1990; Axelrod et al. 2000; Duit and 
Galaz 2008). Axelrod et al. (2000) emphasize experimentation in general to learn about complex 
adaptive systems and say; “To take a simple example: Even though one action seems best, it usually pays 
to maintain variety among the actions you take so that you can continue to learn and adapt”. Duit and 
Galaz (2008) specifically address experimentation as a technique for building adaptive capacity in the 
context of natural resource governance. They identify that a robust governance form, i.e., a 
governance form with high capacity for both exploration and exploitation, is expected to lead to 
better adaptive capacity for coping with both fast and slow change, and also able to respond to 
situations characterized by both low and high degrees of predictability.  
 
Theoretical or empirical approaches that combine these aspects in a single study or model to 
understand their interdependence for sustainable adaptive management are, to my knowledge, 
lacking. Paper I and II address this gap.  

Self-governance for Common-pool Resource Management 

Based on many empirical studies, Ostrom (1990) concluded that self-organized, community-based 
management can be critical for moving towards more sustainable management and governance of 
common-pool resources. Ostrom (ibid.) emphasized that a necessary condition for self-governance is 
the building of trustworthy, reciprocal relationships between resource users. Trust, and reciprocity, 
as understood in this thesis, follow the working definition of Basurto et al. (2013b p.1371):  

“Trust is a measure of the extent to which members of a community feel confident that other members will live 
up to their agreements even if doing so may not be in their immediate interest. Reciprocity is a symmetrical 
response to a previous cooperative or defective action by a member of the community.” 

 
Self-governance often takes place through informal local arrangements, and need to be ‘enabled’ 
through opportunities that facilitate collective action (Westley 2002; Lebel et al. 2008). Self-
governance can be understood as the capacity of communities to organize to actively participate in 
the majority of decision processes relating to their own lives in a given arena (McGinnis 2011). 
Governance here is defined as; the process by which rules, norms, and strategies—guide behavior within 
a defined realm of policy interactions—are formed, applied, interpreted, and reformed (ibid.). 
Cooperative forms of self-governance, where resources are collectively managed by a group of users, 
are suggested as offering the potential to prevent unsustainable use of resources if certain conditions 
can be fulfilled (Ostrom 1990). While these studies are focused on common-pool resources in 
general, the special conditions when applied to small-scale fisheries are not fully explored.  
 
Most small-scale fisheries around the world are self-governed communities based on informal 
arrangements (Pauly 1997; Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2015). Non-cooperative forms of self-
governance, such as patron-client relationships, can be linked to agency theory and its articulation of 
the ‘principal agent problem’ (e.g., Jensen and Meckling 1976), where the principal (fishbuyer) and 
agent (fisher) have different interests and goals. Cooperatives face problems such as high transaction 
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costs because of the difficulties in agreeing on appropriate actions. However, homogeneity within 
groups (e.g., shared skills as diving skills or social equity), small-group size, kinship or common 
social history can reduce these costs (Townsend et al. 2008).  
 
Two recent studies take important steps towards aggregating empirical data on cooperatively 
managed fisheries; Gutierrez et al. (2011) by collecting data on 130 community-based co-managed 
fisheries (among those some, but not all, were fishing cooperatives), and Ovando et al. (2013) who 
collect data from 67 cooperatively managed fisheries from around the world, documenting their 
social, economic, and ecological settings as well as the cooperative behaviors in which they engage 
and the role they play in conservation. Gutierrez et al. (2011) identify the critical importance of 
leadership and social cohesion combined with clear incentives through catch shares and conservation 
benefits derived from protected areas as critical ingredients for successfully managing resources and 
securing peoples’ livelihood. Less critical but still important conditions included; enforcement 
mechanisms, long-term management policies, and life history of the resources. Ovando et al. (2013) 
find that cooperatives often take actions directed toward coordinating harvest activities, adopting 
and enforcing restrictions on fishing methods and effort, and taking direct conservation actions, such 
as establishment of private marine protected areas. Most importantly, they find that often, 
cooperative forms of management also indicate more ecologically and socially sustainable 
management of fisheries. 
 
To understand individual behavior it is important to be able to target the proper scale of 
management and governance scheme within common-pool resource systems (Poteete et al. 2010; 
Fulton et al. 2011). Poteete et al. (2010) explicitly call for addressing the individual level in the 
context of common-pool resources. In small-scale fisheries, management studies often concentrate 
on understanding the resource dynamics and pay less attention to understanding the behavior of 
resource users (Akpalu et al. 2009; Fulton et al. 2011; Pedroza and Salas 2011; Boonstra and 
Hentati-Sundberg 2014). A holistic perspective of the fisheries system is necessary to understand the 
viability of different management and governance approaches and failing to focus on the resource 
users falls short of this holistic perspective (Olsson and Folke 2001; Pedroza and Salas 2011; 
Boonstra and Hentati-Sundberg 2014). In order to ascertain whether a particular policy is likely to 
be successful (given a set of criteria), it is clearly beneficial to understand how the actors within the 
fishing sector (fishing firm owners/managers, fishers, fisheries managers, and traders) may respond to 
changes in fishing resources trends, market dynamics, and fisheries policies before they are 
implemented (Berkes 2003; Cinti et al. 2010a). 
 
Both cooperative and non-cooperative structures rely on high levels of trust, but of different kinds, 
to ensure compliance (Ostrom et al. 1994; Bodin and Crona 2009). However, it is still poorly 
understood what underlying conditions—particularly with respect to the interaction of different 
factors, e.g. trust with variable resource dynamics and reliability—lead to the successful 
establishment of certain self-governance arrangements. Paper III takes an evolutionary approach to 
investigate how different dimensions of trust between individuals affect the emergence of cooperative 
versus non-cooperative forms of self-governance within a dynamic social-ecological system.  
 
Transformations in social-ecological systems are a way of moving a social-ecological system out of a 
poverty trap, or to navigate towards more sustainable ecosystem management (Barrett and Swallow 
2006). To describe the transformation process in social-ecological systems, Olsson et al. (2004) 
proposed a conceptual framework for the different phases of a transformation. Moore et al (2014) 
further developed this framework by conceptualizing the sub-processes operating in each of these 
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phases, and they provided a definition of what a transformation entails. Broadly speaking, the 
conceptual framework of Olsson et al. (2004) states that a transformation includes four phases: 
transformation triggers, preparation for change, navigating the transformation, and institutionalizing 
the new trajectory. Important processes in the preparation and navigation phases are: 1) self-
organization around new ideas and experimentation in the social-ecological system, 2) learning by 
evaluating the results of earlier experiments and, 3) developing shared understanding or new forms 
of knowledge. Trust among actors is not brought up specifically in this framework however, 
networks of support among actors as well as learning are parts of the framework, and both indicate 
an implicit consideration of trust.  
 
Interventions to promote cooperative forms of self-governance often imply licensing systems where 
cooperatives need to form in order to receive; fishing licenses, financial subsidies such as grants, 
micro-loans, gear, or social security benefits (Cinti et al. 2010b; Pedroza and Salas 2011; Basurto et 
al. 2012). However, interventions targeting social capital and the high transaction costs of forming 
cooperatives as a means to support their establishment are, to my knowledge, less studied. Paper IV 
focuses on transformations from non-cooperative to cooperative forms of self-governance, via 
different interventions. 
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Methodological Approach 

Background to Computational Modeling  

Computational modeling enables analysis of the behavior of a complex system through the creation 
and operation of computer simulations. A computational model contains numerous entities and 
their causal relationships that characterize the system that is being investigated to answer a specific 
research question. Simulations allow for changing and testing different values of parameters and 
variables, and observing how the model behavior and associated outcomes change over time. The 
model building process and the results of model simulations can aid research in a multitude of ways. 
For example: Increasing our understanding of the mechanisms and variables affecting the emergence 
of a certain behavior or outcome, illuminating core dynamics and interactions, as an educational tool 
for creating understanding and awareness, through making predictions about how a real-world 
system might respond to changing conditions, or in supporting communication efforts (Epstein 
2008). Some of the power of modeling comes from the fact that it allows for the creation of an 
‘artificial lab’, which enables a researcher to conduct thousands of simulated experiments, often to 
test situations and dynamics where real-world experimentation is not possible or feasible. In doing 
so, modeling is able to inform our understanding of real world problems in unique and powerful 
ways, and could provide many benefits including cost-effective experimentation and rapid iteration 
on a policy or management idea (Seppelt et al. 2009). 

Agent-based Modeling 
Agent-based modeling is a computational method for studying systems composed of agents that 
interact with each other in a simulated environment. It enables the study of co-evolution between 
agents and their environment, and the emergence of different patterns. It is well situated for 
studying social and social-ecological systems and their diverse characteristics, such as behavior or 
interactions between agents (Janssen 2004; Janssen and Ostrom 2006; Poteete et al. 2010; Macal 
and North 2010; Schlüter et al. 2012). Micro-level interactions between agents (e.g. individuals) can 
be modeled, and the emergence of macro-level patterns can be analyzed. The benefits of agent-based 
models over other modeling techniques, specifically for the purpose of modeling human systems can 
be captured as: a) the ability to capture emergent phenomena from micro interactions; b) the ability 
to provide a natural description of a system, and c) the flexibility of the model (Bonabeau 2002). 
However, agent-based models are complicated to develop and analyze, and efforts are being taken to 
improve transparency and replicability in order to to improve trust in the results derived from agent-
based models (Polhill et al. 2008; Grimm et al. 2010; Waldherr and Wijermans 2013; Müller et al. 
2013; Lee et al. 2015).  
 
Agent-based modeling has for the past 30 years gained ground within a diversity of fields and is now 
an established method which often acts as a bridge between disciplines and as a tool for facilitating 
interdisciplinary collaboration (Axelrod 2006). In the field of natural resource management, agent-
based models are used for ecosystem management (Bousquet and Le Page 2004), land-use models 
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(Parker et al. 2003; Matthews et al. 2007; Rammer and Seidl 2015), governance models (Janssen and 
Ostrom 2006; Poteete et al. 2010), urban ecology (Alberti 2008; Haase and Schwarz 2009), lake 
restoration (Martin and Schlüter 2015), and models of ecological economics (Loomis et al. 2009; 
Heckbert et al. 2010). Agent-based models can also be used in a participatory fashion, such as 
combining participatory modeling with role-playing games, to facilitate communication and 
understanding of problems within and between different social-ecological systems (Barreteau et al. 
2001; Bousquet et al. 2007; Etienne et al. 2011).  
 

Artificial Intelligence; Reinforcement Learning and Neural Networks 
With inspiration from biological neural networks and cognitive psychology, artificial neural networks 
(Haykin 2004) and reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto 1998) have been brought into 
computational approaches through the machine learning discipline, and together they enable 
simulating learning-by-doing and knowledge generation. The increasingly widespread use of these 
approaches among scientists from multiple disciplines confirms the perceived high potential of the 
approach to solve and investigate a diverse set of problems. Within the field of Machine Learning, 
reinforcement learning is a computational approach for addressing problems concerning goal 
directed learning, defined as an agent’s ability to learn a behavior through more or less targeted trial-
and-error by interacting with a dynamic environment. Reinforcement learning has attracted 
researchers from psychology, artificial intelligence, neuroscience, and continues to spread to other 
fields (Sutton and Barto 1998). 
 
Reinforcement learning is closely related to control theory. Control theory within natural resource 
management, has been used for investigating for example robustness for managing natural resources 
(Smith 1977; Csete and Doyle 2002; Anderies et al. 2007). In this usage, robustness refers to the 
maintenance of system ‘performance’ when subjected to exogenous disturbances or, when there is 
uncertainty in the values of internal system parameters (Anderies et al. 2004). However, 
reinforcement learning shifts the main focus from control to learning and simulates learning 
processes in a way that is more closely aligned to how humans handle and process information. The 
introduction of Paper I further elaborates on reinforcement learning and its relationship to optimal 
control theory. Further, due to its compatibility with adaptive management, reinforcement learning 
is perceived as a promising approach for dealing with natural resource management problems 
(Fonnesbeck 2005). However, to date, there have been few attempts within natural resource 
management to apply reinforcement learning. Dreyfus-Leons’ (1999) approach replicates fishers’ 
search behavior for fish, and Fonnesbeck (2005) explores its use for solving dynamic wildlife 
resource optimization problems.  
 
Artificial neural networks derive their essence from biological neural networks. Biological neural 
networks consist of information-processing units called neurons (nerve cells), and these neurons are 
connected by synaptic links. When our brain receives stimuli from the human body or environment, 
these stimuli are converted to electrical impulses that the brain processes through its neurons and 
synapses, producing some output. Similarly, artificial neural networks do exactly this; neurons and 
synaptic links are created, weights between nodes adapt (stimuli increases or decreases), and together 
produce a learned outcome (Haykin 2004). Radial basis function networks are artificial neural 
networks that have been shown to provide excellent non-linear function approximation (Poggio and 
Girosi 1989). Further, Kable and Glimcher (2009) and Niv and Montague (2008) show that 
reinforcement learning related methods in combination with radial basis function networks can 
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reveal the neurobiological basis for learning subjective values, which underlies all decision-making. 
The models in Papers I and II use a radial basis function network to represent the mental model of 
an agent, and use a reinforcement learning approach (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy 1997; Sutton and 
Barto 1998) to represent the agents latent learning capabilities. 
 
Papers I and II thus implement a rather complex learning model for studying the interactions 
between an actor and a renewable resource. It does not implement a multi-agent-based model (as 
agent-based models are often interpreted), but instead scrutinizes the learning process of one actor 
a.k.a. one agent. Papers III and IV, however, use a multi-agent-based model with simple agents to 
study emergent patters resulting from interactions between many agents and between the agents and 
the resource. 
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Research Design 

To identify conditions for sustainable and robust learning-by-doing, and to find under what 
conditions cooperative and non-cooperative self-governance can emerge, two social-ecological 
models were developed for studying these aspects under uncertain and variable ecological conditions. 
First, the growth model that underlies both social-ecological models is described, and next the two 
models are presented briefly with the aim to provide sufficient detail to understand the results 
presented in the thesis framing, and the following discussion. The Learning-by-doing Model was 
developed and analyzed in Matlab (MATLAB 2014). The self-governance model was developed in 
Netlogo (Wilensky 1999) and analyzed using R (R Core Team 2015). 

Gordon-Schaeffer Resource Growth Model 
To capture how both learning and collective action are affected by different resource dynamics and 
uncertainty, the thesis provides a diverse set of variations on the archetypical Gordon-Schaeffer 
harvesting model. This model is commonly used in resource economics as a ‘general-purpose 
representation’ of a renewable resource such as fisheries (Clark 2010). By using this particular model 
the thesis results allow for comparability between studies of both a bio-economic character as well as 
simulation models that implement similar versions of the harvesting model. The wide spread use of 
the model provides transparency to the thesis results because of (Anderies et al. 2007; Polasky et al. 
2011b; Schill et al. 2015). The different alterations of the Gordon-Schaeffer model addressed in this 
thesis include; regime shifts, differences in intrinsic growth rates, and variability in catch rates.  
 
Paper I implements a regime shift with a so-called hysteresis effect. This implies that a threshold, or 
‘tipping point’, is present in the underlying resource dynamics. If the threshold is crossed, the 
productivity of the resource is reduced. However, if harvesting pressure is kept low enough over a 
certain time period, the resource can regrow and re-enter its higher state of productivity. In Paper I 
eq. 2, 3, and, fig. 1 show the function with and without hysteresis. In Paper II the growth rate 
changes according to different patterns. These are; linear increasing and decreasing, abrupt 
increasing or decreasing and, fluctuating (see fig. 1, Paper II for illustrations of these different 
patterns and the appendix for the equations). The abrupt decreasing growth rate (a drastic drop in 
productivity) can be interpreted as a regime shift.  
 
Paper III and IV models variable catch rates in stock availability as illustrated in Fig. 2.The full 
equations can be found in S1 Calculations, and in Paper IV S1.  

 
 

Figure 2. The different environments in Paper III and IV. The stock availability fluctuates around the 
maximum sustainable yield. Panel A represents the deterministic environment, Panel B the seasonal environment, 
Panel C the stochastic environment. 
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The Learning-by-doing Model  
This model explores both the potential and limitations of learning-by-doing (LBD) in achieving 
optimal sustainable management. The simulation experiment is set up with an actor that harvests a 
resource and learns from its experiences (fig. 3). The actor possesses no a priori knowledge about the 
resource dynamics. The actor can represent either an individual or a group of individuals (which 
agree on a set of rules such as in the case of a cooperative). The LBD dilemmas are operationalized 
by the parameters representing learning components as; ‘point of reference’ by the update rate of how 
fast the agent is to change its ‘point of reference’, where the actual point of reference is determined 
by the agents’ mental model. Valuing present versus future outcomes is operationalized through the 
discount factor. The dilemma of exploration versus exploitation is operationalized through the 
experimentation level, which determines the degree of exploration. Table 2 defines and explains the 
parameters in the learning components further. 
 

 
Figure 3. Setup of the LBD model. The actor makes a decision every harvesting event on effort based on its 
mental model (knowledge base) and its decision-making model. The actor evaluates the chosen effort and 
corresponding catch and learns by this experience. The actor also updates its mental model by reevaluating past 
experiences in relation to current out comes (Hindsight; Paper I). The roman numerals in the resource oval to the 
right states the simulation experiments in paper I and II respectively. 

 

Table 2. Learning Components reflecting the LBD dilemmas. A description of the different learning 
components of the LBD dilemmas and the corresponding parameters of the processes they represent. 

Component Description 

Update Rate A lower update rate makes the actor less prone to change its mental model while a 
higher update rate makes the actor less rigid.  

Discount Factor High discount factors (near 1.0) imply that the actor values immediate and future 
rewards equally. Values near zero meant that the actor is being myopic, i.e., ignoring 
future consequences of its actions.  

Level of hindsight Re-evaluates how previous actions lead up to the current state of the stock. If 
hindsight is set to zero, no hindsight is operational. If hindsight is set to one there is 
complete backtracking meaning that all previous actions are perceived to have 
contributed equally to the current state of the resource.  

Experimentation 
Level 

Represents exploration versus exploitation of the resource, and is used in the decision-
making model. Low values causes the effect ‘stick to what you know’, which causes a 
more greedy approach if the actor has identified a harvest effort above the maximum 
sustainable effort, or the actor can be stuck at a local minima and constantly under 
harvesting. Higher values of experimentation level cause a more explorative approach. 
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Different configurations of the agent’s learning components make up a given strategy of the agent. A 
robust strategy is defined as a strategy that enables the sustainable harvesting of resources accounting 
for different types of changes in the growth rate without a significant loss in catch. The resource 
randomly has parts of its stock removed to mimic different potential changes in the system. For 
example that parts of the resource are poached or, environmental perturbations such as storms 
potentially reduce the size of the stock (Fig. 3). The actor cannot foresee these dynamics, nor can the 
actor understand whether or not it was the consequence of its own behavior or some exogenous 
event that triggered this reduction in stock. Hence, the random stock removal is a key model 
behavior for understanding sustainable strategies under uncertain dynamics.  

The Self-governance Model 
This model builds on qualitative data and expert knowledge from numerous small-scale fisheries in 
Mexico. Each variable, function and mechanism in the model is carefully aligned with 
interpretations of interview data, expert consultation, and literature. For example, the interviews 
revealed critical issues that small-scale fisheries in Mexico struggle with when trying to self-organize. 
For instance, they need to cope with high levels of cheating when landing catch, caused by unreliable 
fishers, and a lack of loyalty between fishers and their cooperative or fishbuyer. Other findings shows 
that fishers with a common history of working together show a greater likelihood of forming a 
cooperative (Basurto et al. 2013a). These findings, however, can only point to factors that are 
important, but are limited in explaining how different factors interact over time to shape the 
observed patterns of patron-client relations or cooperatives. By using an agent-based model we are 
able to create an ‘artificial lab’ of an archetypical small-scale fishery with fishers, fishbuyers, a fish 
stock, and a fish market, for analyzing the impact of trust and reciprocity under different 
environmental contexts. The dynamics of trust and reciprocity is interpreted in this model through a 
fixed parameter of the fishers; reliability, and a variable; loyalty. Initial loyalty is set according to 
previous cooperative experiences, and then loyalty increases through each successful (no cheating) 
interaction between a fisher and his/her fishbuyer or cooperative, and decreases if cheating occurs. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Setup for the self-governance model. Every day (time-step) the fishers go fishing and each fisher 
receives the catch proportional to its harvest effort. The fishers deliver their catch to their fishbuyer or cooperative, 
but the fisher might cheat and sell his/her catch to another fishbuyer or cooperative other than the one with whom 
they have contracted. Whether or not a fisher cheats depends on his/her own reliability and the loyalty to the 
fishbuyer or cooperative. The fishbuyer and cooperatives then bring the catch to the fish market, get profit, and pay 
fishers. These events take place daily in the fishery during 100 years in Paper III, and over 30 years in paper IV. 
The roman numerals refer to the simulation experiments in paper II and IV respectively. 
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We deploy the model to study the emergence of different self-governance forms (Paper III), and for 
testing different interventions for transforming from patron-client relationships to cooperatives 
(Paper IV). Financial interventions are modeled as financial subsidies, and social interventions are 
modeled as different types of trust building measures that increase trust between members in 
cooperatives. The baseline environmental regime is referred to as the static or deterministic 
environment, in this environment no disturbances are imposed on the environment, the stochastic 
environment has bi-weekly fluctuations in catch rates of fish, and the seasonal environment has change 
in stock availability every 6 months. Paper IV also explores a stochastic social environment where the 
built up loyalty between members in reduced to mimic effects of for example conflict.   
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Summary of Papers and Principal Results 

The four papers that constitute this thesis are summarized below. Each paper has an overarching 
research question to set the main focus and provide guidance for the summary and principal results. 

Paper I. Modeling Experiential Learning: The Challenges Posed by 
Threshold Dynamics for Sustainable Renewable Resource Management  

How are key components of the learning-by-doing process—such as mental model update rate, discounting, 
hindsight, and experimentation— affected by resource dynamics that include the possibility of a regime shift?  
 
Paper I investigates the potential and limitations of learning-by-doing (LBD) in achieving optimal 
management by undertaking an analysis using a simple growth model as a benchmark for evaluating 
the performance of an agent equipped with a learning algorithm. The agent possesses no a priori 
knowledge about the resource dynamics, and learns how to manage solely through repeated 
interactions with the resource. The model is set up to learn to sustainably manage the resource, with 
or without the possibility of a regime shift. 
 
Although learning is a vast concept, Paper I shows that learning, as defined in this context, here 
specifically learning-by-doing, can be successful. However, efficiency decreases when thresholds are 
introduced. When there is a threshold in the resource dynamics, the management strategy is more 
sensitive to optimal parameter values. Subsequently, deviating from e.g., the best experimentation 
level, causes more drastic drops in performance when thresholds are present in the resource 
dynamics. 
 
The results display some notable discrepancies in the process of learning-by-doing between key 
learning parameters, in relation to if there is a possibility of a regime shift, i.e., there was a threshold 
in the internal resource dynamics. The results show that: The rate at which the agent updates its 
mental model (representing the ‘point of reference’) is independent of whether or not there is a 
threshold in the resource dynamics. When thresholds were present, it was beneficial to have a slightly 
lower discount factor (higher discount rate), than when no thresholds are present. This can be 
explained by the exogenous shocks (modeled through random stock removal), which can potentially 
drive the system into a less productive regime, resulting in a slightly more myopic policy, (i.e. the 
application of less foresight), being beneficial. The optimal exploration level (how much to explore 
vs. exploit) found for the scenario without a threshold, would propel the stock to extinction in the 
case where a threshold was present. Hindsight enhances the performance by 20% when thresholds 
are introduced emphasizing the need to learn from previous experiences when there is a possibility of 
a regime shift.  
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Paper II. Strategies for Sustainable Renewable Resource Management 
During Environmental Change  

What are the trade-offs between robustness and optimization? What are robust strategies for managing 
renewable resources under different scenarios of environmental change? 
 
The study undertaken in Paper II is a strong step in operationalizing selected core principles of 
adaptive management such as dealing with unexpected events, surprise and radical uncertainty in the 
resource dynamics, through the use of a computational model. The first simulation experiment 
compares a learning-by-doing strategy to a fixed policy. The fixed policy is set up to implement the 
same harvesting rate as the optimal strategy for the constant scenario, i.e., the analytical solution for 
the scenario with no change in resource growth rate. These results clearly demonstrate the need to 
adapt to change, specifically if the change is abrupt and the growth rate is decreasing (fig. 5). 

Figure 5. Performance of the agent using a specialized learning versus a fixed strategy, for 
different scenarios of change. A performance of 1.0 was possible if the action in each harvesting 
event was taken according to the analytical solution. Specialized learning meant optimized 
parameters for each scenario of change, while the fixed policy continuously used the optimal 
strategy. (Figure reprinted from Paper II).  
 
Results further compare specialized learning (optimized for each specific scenario of change), to a 
‘robust’ strategy (optimized for the aggregated set of scenarios). The results show that a learning-by-
doing strategy, can obtain high robustness to unexpected events, surprise and uncertainty when 
responding to changing environmental conditions. The results reveal that optimizing management 
strategies for the worst-case scenario, herein renewable resources with abrupt decline in growth rates 
(regime shifts), also holds true for a robust strategy, i.e., a strategy that enables management of 
different scenarios of change at negligible costs. However, the configuration of the core learning-by-
doing components requires certain properties to be present in order to achieve efficiency and 
robustness to endogenous and exogenous disturbances. These configurations are, although difficult 
to translate into real world contexts; a) high update rates to new knowledge, b) modest exploration 
around what is perceived as the optimal management strategy, and, c) high discount factors (close to 
1.0; i.e., discount rates near zero).  
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Paper III. The Emergence of Cooperative and Non-cooperative Self-
governance in Small-scale Fisheries 

Under what conditions does cooperative versus non-cooperative self-governance arrangements emerge? What is the 
impact of environmental variability? 
 
Paper III examines how behavioral, economic and ecological factors interact under different 
conditions to affect the emergence of different forms of self-governance. The paper examines 
different proxy dimensions of trust (i.e., reliability and loyalty) in different environmental scenarios, 
to investigate how they influence the emergence towards non-cooperative or cooperative forms of 
self-governance. 
 
The results of Paper III show that a fishery with homogenous fishers (regarding their reliability), 
benefits cooperative structures, but only if the members forming the cooperative have previous 
successful experiences of working together when the cooperative is established. In the seasonal 
environment, cooperatives thrive better when compared to the deterministic environment, however 
in the stochastic environment cooperatives do only slightly better than compared to the 
deterministic environment. Patron-client relationships thrive when reliability is heterogeneous, and 
fishers lack previous cooperative experiences. 
  
The findings in Paper III confirm that reliability and loyalty, in a social-ecological system are highly 
important for how loyalty on a group level develops over time, and further, how reliability and 
loyalty affect the establishment and persistence of cooperative versus non-cooperative self-
governance. We disentangle the development of trust and studying the fisher on the micro-level, 
how their behavior effects whether or not they are active in cooperative or non-cooperative 
arrangements, and how this affects the macro-level pattern of whether or not patron-client 
relationships or cooperatives are in more common in the fishery. Hence, we take a modest but 
important step for common-pool resource theory in how reliability, trust, and reciprocity can impact 
the development of cooperative and non-cooperative forms of self-governance in a community. 

Paper IV. Transformation Towards Cooperative Governance Arrangements 
in Small-scale Fisheries—Moving Out of the Patron-client Trap. 

What interventions can transform a fishery dominated by patron-client relationships to a fishery 
dominated by cooperatives? How do environmental and social fluctuations affect the possibility for 
transformation? 
 
Cooperative forms of self-governance are proposed as an innovation that may lead to more 
sustainable pathways for the development of social-ecological systems. I.e., fishing cooperatives 
operating in a marine social-ecological system. Paper IV aims to shed light on opportunities for a 
transformation from non-cooperative self-governance arrangements to cooperative self-governance 
arrangements via financial and social interventions given different social and ecological 
environments.  
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Paper IV reveals that financial or social interventions to support cooperatives during their initial 
formation is not sufficient for their establishment or persistence in a fishery dominated by 
fishbuyers. Cooperatives need repeated support through both financial subsidies and, interventions 
that increase loyalty towards the cooperative in order to strengthen the capacity of the cooperative to 
deal with ‘free-riding’ by members. In a stochastic ecological environment, where catch rates are 
highly unpredictable, the uncertainty as to whether or not cooperatives are able to become 
established and persist becomes higher. However, the average number of cooperatives that survive 
are similar in both environments. However, in the stochastic social environment, where the loyalty 
between members in a cooperative or between fishers and their fish buyer, is occasionally reduced; 
cooperatives cannot become established and persist, and no transformation into cooperative self-
governance occurs. This result holds when stochasticity is present in both the ecological and social 
environment. 
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Discussion and Future Steps  

This thesis has explored mechanisms and linkages in social-ecological systems between actors and the 
resources they depend on and how they react to different types of fluctuations in both the ecological 
and social system. This was operationalized using two simulation models of social-ecological systems 
that focused on two key aspects of sustainable natural resource management a) learning-by-doing for 
sustainable renewable resource management and b) self-governance and the role of trust for 
cooperative self-governance arrangements. The novelty and uniqueness of this thesis can be 
summarized as follows: 1) The development and testing of a novel method for ‘quantitatively’ 
studying learning-by-doing (Paper I and II), 2) The development and application of a stylized 
model of a small-scale fishery which connects the individual fisher level to the emergence of diverse 
forms of self-governance (Paper III and IV), and 3) A rigorous analysis of these two models under 
variable, uncertain, and non-linear resource dynamics (Paper I-IV).   

Robust Learning-by-doing Strategies  

Q1. What constitutes a sustainable and robust learning-by-doing strategy in presence of non-linear, uncertain and 
changing resource dynamics? (Paper I and II) 
 
Within natural resource management, the combination of reinforcement learning and artificial 
neural networks enables the modeling of a stepwise process for building up knowledge through 
feedbacks between the actor and the resource, i.e., to study learning-by-doing as it applies to a 
particular problem formulation within a social-ecological system. This work has illustrated that 
implementing the model where a resource has a potential threshold, leads to reduced performance 
compared to a resource where a threshold (framed as a regime shift) is not present. As such, results of 
this study align with those of Biggs et al. (2009), where applying trial-and-error methods in a 
resource management situation where thresholds are present is problematic because of the high costs 
associated with trespassing a tipping point. In Paper I the high costs are explained by the actors’ 
inability to reduce harvesting fast enough to the optimal harvesting rate, leading to lost income.  
 
A second discrepancy between the results of LBD on the resource without a regime shift to the 
resource with a regime shift was the high sensitivity to implementing a ‘precise strategy’, i.e., the 
need to have the exact parameter setting of the learning components; learning rate, experimentation 
level, and discount rate. Deviations from the optimal parameter setting caused rapid drops in 
performance when regime shifts were possible, compared to when absent. Hence, the model 
confirms that resources that are highly susceptible to regime shifts require more careful attention to 
management decisions, because of their sensitivity to non-optimal harvesting rates. 
 
When investigating the LBD process for different scenarios of environmental change, results show 
that choosing a learning strategy for the worst-case scenario produces results that are almost as good 
as if using a strategy optimized for a specific scenario of change. On the other hand, if choosing a 
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strategy that is optimal for a resource with increasing growth, the performance drops by 20% when 
managing the worst-case scenario (abrupt decrease in growth). Hence, understanding the role of the 
learning components of LBD strategies in relation to the nature of change can yield not only 
increased performance, but also, and more importantly, increased robustness to uncertainty in 
resource dynamics and in relation to exogenous events such as environmental perturbations. This 
increased robustness will be a pivotal feature for dealing with the increased frequency of surprising 
events as a consequence of global environmental change. 
 
To conclude, through the similarities of reinforcement learning to the experiential learning cycle as 
well as adaptive management, it appears to be a useful approach for crafting a deeper quantitative 
understanding of the possibilities, limitations and implications of LBD in relation to the type of 
change in resource dynamics and how to manage during uncertain and changing conditions.  

Model Limitations and Next Steps 
The method proposed in this thesis requires a set of specific assumptions. These assumptions will be 
more or less justifiable depending on the context of the social-ecological system studied. For 
instance, an actor might have some prior knowledge when first starting to manage a resource. 
Gaining knowledge through interaction with the resource might be complemented by scientific 
knowledge, or through knowledge from other actors. If the actor represents an individual making the 
decisions, the decision-making will be influenced by the social context such as norms and expected 
behavior of others (Ostrom 1990). Risk, conflict and cooperation between actors might be present, 
as in common-pool resource problems, and a randomized strategy for experimenting might not be 
possible for economic reason, e.g., costs to implement or loss in income or food, or because of the 
actors’ cognitive constraints (Ostrom 1990). Further, the dynamics of a particular resource are never 
as simple as implied by the operation of the standard logistic growth function. Other more complex 
models need to be developed and applied to understand, e.g., food-webs, size classes, spatial 
distribution, in relation to optimal sustainable management (see, e.g., Sanchirico and Wilen 1999; 
Crépin 2007; Tomczak et al. 2012). 
 
In light of these assumptions, I will now outline some possible next steps for the LBD model. First, 
to make full use of the models’ ability to analyze more input variables than the two (i.e., state of the 
resource and agents’ effort) incorporated in the present model. For example, incorporating growth 
rate, or change of growth rate, could allow an analysis of, and a better understanding of the types of 
knowledge that are needed to best manage a resource under different scenarios of environmental 
change and disturbances. Second, it would be useful to develop the model for context specific cases, 
to develop theory for more specific social-ecological ecosystems than LBD and the basic growth 
model used in these papers. This would allow for more contextual insights and exploration of 
specific conditions via guiding some parameterization of ecological and social factors and dynamics. 
The model further lends itself to studying actors learning in a multi-agent simulation, for studying; 
different knowledge sources (not just learning from resource interaction but also from other actors), 
the introduction of norms, policies, and accounting for conflict, risk and collective action issues. For 
example, the learning process of the actors and their mental models could be influenced by 
knowledge from other agents or observed behavior of other agents, and its decision-making could be 
constrained due to regulations.  
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Cooperative Versus Non-cooperative Forms of Self-governance  

Q2. Under which conditions does cooperative versus non-cooperative self-governance emerge in small-scale 
fisheries? (Paper III and IV) 
 
To provide for a deeper understanding of how self-governance arrangements emerge under different 
social and ecological conditions, the self-governance model interprets empirical findings into a 
model of an archetypical small-scale fishery. The aim is to understand how individual characteristics 
(e.g., reliability) and group attributes (e.g., loyalty among fishers) can be enabling factors or barriers 
for cooperative or non-cooperative self-governance to emerge in a dynamic social-ecological 
environment. Although, the focus is on the social side, the social-ecological interaction between the 
fishers and the fish stock is fundamental to the model. The availability of catchable fish depends on 
the fishers’ total fishing pressure and the dynamics of the fish stock, and the available catch 
influences social outcomes through providing livelihoods for fishers and fishbuyers. Consequently, 
when the resource is overharvested, the self-governed organizations lose financial capital and risk 
collapsing. The model captures two critical reasons for why cooperatives collapse; a lack of financial 
capital and a lack of trust among members.  
 
When the total number of fishers is low enough, and the fish stock is high enough, i.e., when profit 
can be made, fishbuyers and cooperatives establish themselves. However, with additional financial 
capital, cooperatives can be established under less beneficial conditions causing further strain on the 
resource, which may be the case if subsidies are provided when the fishery is over exploited, or, if 
fishbuyers with strong sources of financial capital come into the fishery. In this latter case, the co-
evolution of the fishery is impacted by exogenous capital that is introduced into the system.  
 
The individual level, and its link to the community level, is important for understanding why non-
cooperative and cooperative forms of self-governance form and are observed. These forms of self-
governance are themselves an important ingredient for moving towards better environmental 
stewardship.  

Model Limitations and Next Steps 
Gutierrez et al. (2011) and Ovando et al. (2013) provide, through meta-studies, a synthesis of 
cooperatives and community-based co-management, and indicate that these organizational forms are 
better for environmental stewardship. However, in order to put effective policies into place, we first 
need to understand why we observe cooperative and non-cooperative forms of self-governance in 
fishing communities around the world. Because, my research focused on finding conditions for 
when cooperative and non-cooperative self-governance arrangements emerged, I did not investigate 
if cooperative forms of self-governance harvest more sustainably. Second, in the model, reliability of 
fishers as members in an organization is a fixed parameter. Nevertheless, the results show that this 
reliability is important for cooperatives’ survival. This reliability could possibly change, although this 
is not easily targeted by any intervention, or other efforts, and is rather a long-term process of 
changing norms and values in the fishery or within the fishers’ organization. Implementing policies 
that target for example trust-building measures to strengthen the social capital between members 
resulting in less cheating, could possibly affect the reliability of fishers in a positive way.  
  
Deeper understanding of the interplay between financial and social capital, and how to target this 
through different interventions to provide for improved social-ecological sustainability, is in dire 
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need of further research. Future deployments of the self-governance model could be used for 
studying the timing of interventions for addressing these concerns. Building similar models but 
using different case studies both  with respect to small-scale fisheries in other parts of the world, as 
well as different sectors, such as the agricultural sector, are paths for fruitful future research. 

Computational Methods for Understanding of Social-ecological Co-
evolution and Interactions 

Q3. How can computational methods increase our understanding of the co-evolution of social-ecological systems 
under environmental variability? (Paper I-IV) 
 
Computational models force researchers to formalize an empirical or theoretical understanding into 
a mathematical formula or lines of code in a simulation model. This creates a way to specify key 
factors and processes, to get at the core of social-ecological interactions, and to understand social-
ecological co-evolution. In the learning-by-doing model, the human-resource interaction revealed 
how knowledge evolved through repeated harvesting-catch events. The actor slowly built up its 
mental model through the feedbacks between their harvest efforts and corresponding catch. The 
actors decision on harvest effort was based on its built up knowledge, and the catch varied based on 
the agents’ previous harvesting events. Together, the agents’ knowledge and the resource stock size 
co-evolved through repeated interactions, and as the growth rate changed (Paper II) the actor would 
adapt its harvesting effort to perceived changes.  
 
In the self-governance model, the dynamics of trust are modeled as interactions between individuals, 
where loyalty can build up, or deteriorate, depending on fishers’ actions when selling their catch. 
The catch share of the fishers depends on their individual fishing skills, the number of active fishers 
in the fishery, and the stock size, as well as the degree of environmental variability. Further, the self-
governance arrangement within which the fisher is operating affects its access to capital where 
cooperatives contribute to a financial buffer that is shared among members that need capital. Hence, 
over time, fishers’ financial capital will depend on both social and ecological conditions as the system 
co-evolves toward a fishery dominated by either cooperative or non-cooperative forms of self-
governance. Analyzing these results under different environmental conditions would generate 
differences in the results. As such, we were able to analyze the impact of environmental change on 
the emergence of different forms of self-governance. 
 
The agent-based self-governance model is also able to address the cross-scale interactions between the 
micro-level (individual fishers), the meso-level (the self-governance form), and the macro-level (the 
fishery). By studying initial patterns of fishers individual characteristics set at a community level, the 
interactions and characteristic of fishers affect the self-governance form in which they end up acting. 
This in turn gives rise to macro-level patterns of the distribution of cooperative or non-cooperative 
forms of self-governance.  
 
Computational methods, such as the simulation models presented here, allow for setting up artificial 
labs for experimenting in ways that are not possible in the real world. Hence, it is possible to 
simulate and study the development of social-ecological systems over time, to get an understanding 
of the intricate, sometimes elegant and sometimes anarchic dynamics that take place. When building 
a model, new possibilities for investigating scenarios in unexplored areas arise. These scenarios might 
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be, if not impossible too risky, or very costly to experiment with in reality. However they can be 
explored though models. These models will always miss some aspects, and should be used with 
caution for policy recommendations. Instead, the models can be viewed as tools for illuminating 
certain dimensions of a problem, and for exploring new dimensions that can be used to both build 
and test new hypotheses while guiding future data collection to investigate established hypotheses 
and emerging research questions. 

Implications for Policy 

The primary contribution of this thesis is theoretical insights and methodological innovation in the 
application of the learning-by-doing model and self-governance model for simulation of complex 
social-ecological interactions. However, these insights could have significant implications for policy. 
The thesis sheds light on key issues around adaptive management and governance, such as learning 
and trust, by providing insights on critical components and the conditions that influence learning-
by-doing that is resilient and sustainable and also on cooperative self-governance. However, some 
‘secondary contributions’ to policy can be derived from this thesis. First, drawing on the results in 
Paper I and II, the LBD model contributes to improving adaptive management by: providing 
evidence, creating awareness and it plays a role as an educational tool, as elaborated below. 
 
The thesis provides powerful evidence that an LBD approach is critical and may be much more 
effective than a fixed, unalterable policy setting that cannot adequately deal with uncertainty nor 
non-linear change. In order to be effective, such a LBD process must account for diverse learning 
pathways, experimentation, and how mental models are updated. Moreover, by providing a model, 
which incorporates basic learning components, this study brings to light these components and how 
they interact. Thus, it contributes to double loop learning (correcting errors by adjusting values and 
policies), because it highlights what actually matters when incorporating LBD into the management 
process. Finally, the model can serve as a ‘tool’ for explaining the softer parameters, such as 
experimentation level, how fast to update to new knowledge, or planning horizons, and how these 
components are impacted by environmental uncertainty and change. Specifically how complex 
environmental challenges and dynamics, such as regime shifts, impact LBD in renewable resource 
management. Figures from Paper I and II clearly convey the message that learning, and the different 
components thereof, are critical for sustainable resource management. However, a potential 
development could be to complement these results with an interface to the model for policy makers, 
managers, students, or resource users, with the possibility to change the parameters of the learning 
components to observe the impact under different scenarios of environmental change.  
 
Drawing on the results of Paper III and IV, the self-governance model provides evidence that 
cooperative self-organized fisheries in Mexico must have high levels of trust to establish and persist; 
otherwise the fishery will emerge toward patron-client relations. Next, to create awareness by 
presenting a model on how trust, reciprocity, and loyalty emerge or deteriorate within cooperatives, 
this model can be used to emphasize implications of establishing cooperatives as well as explaining 
their short/long-term persistence. Awareness of in-out migration in a fishery and appropriate 
interventions for successful transformation from non-cooperative to cooperative self-governance 
need to account for both financial and social capital between fishers, and optimally connect timing 
of these interventions to social, ecological and social-ecological dynamics. International organizations 
like the World Bank (Kobayashi et al. 2011) have identified the need to reform small-scale fisheries 
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toward more sustainable pathways in order to improve both human well-being and marine 
ecosystem stewardship around the world. The results show that to reform towards more cooperative 
forms, previous successful cooperative experiences and the diversity of fishers’ reliability in the 
community, can impact the success of such attempted reforms. If fishers in a fishery lack previous 
cooperative experiences, or the diversity among fishers with regards to their reliability is high, 
reforms targeting other solutions than cooperative self-governance arrangements may be more 
appropriate. 
 
Finally, as an educational tool, the self-governance model already provides a useful interface for 
investigating and observing the interplay between entry and exit dynamics of fishers and their self-
organizations in relation to stock abundance. Each organization’s social capital as well as financial 
capital can be observed. Integrating a simple version of this model in a Notebook style2 (see, e.g., 
Project Jupyter 2016) would be a useful way to communicate these results further to managers and 
policy makers. 

Future Research Directions 

Even though this thesis has contributed to understanding what constitutes a sustainable LBD 
strategy and conditions for cooperative and non-cooperative forms of self-governance to emerge, the 
possibilities of these models are far from exhausted. As a first future step, I propose to combine the 
models to investigate one of the underlying hypotheses that seems to be at the forefront of 
sustainability science for small-scale fisheries: How can different sources of learning increase the 
likelihood that cooperatives can contribute to social-ecological sustainability? In addition, how can 
fishery systems characterized by patron-client relationships move towards more sustainable fisheries? 
Because of their ubiquity world-wide, addressing how both these forms self-governance 
arrangements can move closer to economic, social and ecological sustainability is of critical 
importance. Especially in cases where the conditions for cooperative forms of self-governance are less 
favorable, improving our understanding of patron-client relationships and sustainable resource use is 
imperative. To answer these questions, a more sophisticated and nuanced resource model should be 
implemented. For example selecting a specific case study, such as a fishery based on non-migratory 
species (which lends itself well for modeling purposes), and are often successfully self-governed by 
fishing cooperatives (Townsend et al. 2008). This way, it is also possible to more specifically 
investigate the impact of different forms of self-governance, on sustainable ecological outcomes and 
its impact on social-ecological sustainability. Such an approach would involve combining the LBD 
model with the self-governance model and letting cooperatives and PCs implement learning-by-
doing while investigating both what restrictions on learning, and possibilities for learning, from non-
governmental organizations, state officials or from interactions such as with other fishing 
organizations. This would also provide opportunities to study the positive and negative effects of 
different types of social capital, such as bridging between organizations, linking up to state officials, 
and bonding between fishers (Marín et al. 2012).  
 
A follow up study to the study proposed above would be to contextualize results in a slightly more 
‘realistic’ context by using human subjects in online or laboratory experiments (Poteete et al. 2010; 
Janssen et al. 2014). By setting up an experiment with either single individuals, groups of individuals 
                                                   
2 A web-based interactive computing platform that allows for sharing and creating live code, equations, narrative text, visualizations, 
interactive dashboards and other online media. 
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forming cooperatives, and patron-client relationships, we could gain insights on how people learn 
and make decisions in relation to their organization. This would allow the deeper exploration of 
questions like; how good are individuals vs. cooperatives, vs. patron-client relationships in learning 
sustainable resource use and providing for equity among members? Why and under what conditions? 
What strategies do they use?   
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